The featherhawk Heart Collection™
HC0 9 cobalt blue 1/2 oz bottles

$62.00

Bear, Black-eyed Susan, Chrysocolla, Golden Mean Harmonic, Green Tourmaline,
Rhodochrosite, Sacred Heart, The Waiting Heart, and Wild Tobacco Seed
The Heart Collection came together with the intention to nourish your Heart center
and help you resolve issues of the Heart with grace and ease. This set assists you in
recovering from grief and loss, perhaps due to separation, divorce, or the death of a
loved one.
The essences also help you recover from the loss of your job or home, lowered selfesteem or self-respect, giving up an old habit or pattern, or letting go of “old stuff”
you’ve been carrying around for months or a lifetime, and anything else you feel
affects your Heart.
Although it seems counter-intuitive, the Heart can also feel stressed when you fall in
love, experience excitement and ecstasy, even if you get a new puppy or find your
soul’s work. These joyous events can throw you off balance as easily as the “bad” stuff!
Reclaiming your center and reconnecting with the power and intelligence of your
Heart gives you stability and grounding and clarifies your thinking and actions.
The Heart Collection helps heal your relationship with yourself, your family and other
loved ones, business associates, even your animal companions and your local and
global environment. Any area of your life where Love is missing will be honored and
supported by these remedies as you remember how to know, accept and share your
heart freely.
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The Essences
Bear Gently opens the Heart, giving Mind access to the gifts of Spirit through the
intuition and knowing of the heart center. Listen to your inner environment and give
birth to new ideas in peace.
AN1 ..... 1/2 oz.......... $8.99
Black-eyed Susan The dark is always surrounded by the Light. Look into your shadow
and embrace the emotions you find there. You may be using huge amounts of energy
to hide from powerful feelings and keep yourself "under control." Black-eyed Susan
helps you recognize and free your feelings, allowing you to tap into a vast reservoir of
energy while remaining centered and safe. Opens the heart chakra.
PL1 ....... 1/2 oz.......... $8.99
Chrysocolla Clears armoring around the heart center, encourages giving and
receiving love and the nurturing of consciousness. Recognize and express your feelings
without attachment to the outcome. Take when focusing on the breath to aid
oxygenation of the cells and increase spiritual understanding.
MN7 ..... 1/2 oz.......... $8.99
Golden Mean Harmonic Balances and unifies Heart and Mind; the Peacemaker. Use
in any situation that requires thoughtful, direct action guided by love and mindfulness.
SG6 ...... 1/2 oz........ $12.99
Green Tourmaline Opens the heart. Encourages connection with the plant kingdom
and assists in the study of plants, especially for healing. Transforms stagnant or dark
energy into fuel for living without releasing it to the outer environment – the epitome of
effective recycling!
MN17 ... 1/2 oz.......... $8.99
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Rhodochrosite Reach into the past to heal the deepest wounds, enveloping them in
a powerful energy of forgiveness and love, balance and harmony for healing and
transformation. Uplifts the heart at all levels.
MN31 ... 1/2 oz.......... $8.99
Sacred Heart Brings the gift of Love. This essence shares the purity and innocence of
the Child’s heart—freely expressed, unconditional in its application, love that knows no
boundaries or limitations. Fan the flames of your inner fire and reclaim your passion
and commitment. For discerning the difference between passion and obsession.
EL2 ....... 1/2 oz.......... $9.99
Waiting Heart, The Allows your mind time and space to acknowledge, then release,
fear and other related emotions that may be holding you back. Fear in particular is a
very convincing invention of the mind. When you experience fear, your physical and
subtle bodies contract around your Heart as if to protect it. In response, your Heart,
which is much wiser and possess far greater courage than your mind, expands out to
enfold and protect you. Then it waits, patiently, for the mind to restore peace within
itself. As the mind and Heart become true partners, and as the mind comes to
understand the Heart as the wiser and more capable leader, fear dissipates and
confidence grows.
NB8 ...... 1/2 oz........ $10.99
Wild Tobacco Seed The seed of confidence and assertiveness. Connect with your
true inner being and nurture your potential so it germinates and grows. A "bubbling up"
of joy and light clears mental over-activity and frees untapped resources of energy.
Boosts the immune system.
PL62 ..... 1/2 oz.......... $8.99
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